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The outer perimeter fence that was erected after the insurrection was removed in March.
Related: Feds have arrested 535 in Jan. 6 Capitol assault, but still hunting violent rioters six
months ...
Remainder of U.S. Capitol fencing is removed months after Jan. 6 insurrection
“This f—ing sucks. I ain’t got nothing else to say,” a frustrated ... Conley, the team’s other
primary offensive creator, is another expert at cracking some of that high pressure, but he was
dealing ...
What We Really Just Saw As Jazz Collapsed Versus Clippers
Lisa Kudrow was still feeling the nostalgia after Thursday's release of the highly anticipated
Friends Reunion when she caught up with her old friend David Schwimmer in a selfie. The
57-year-old ...
Lisa Kudrow shares a selfie with Friends costar David Schwimmer... as fans discover
continuity error
This is a surprise for Joe. Maybe not for Devin White. Who would you guess NFL suits
consider the best linebacker in the game? Would it surprise you these NFL shot-callers believe
it’s a guy who has ...
NFL Suits Claim Devin White Is…
Can they find a way to provide enough pressure on superstar scorer Devin Booker on the
perimeter while keeping Ayton from dominating ... In his first postseason, he’s been one of the
most complete ...
Commentary: Clippers have big decisions to make in slowing down Suns
Oh nothing, nothing I just had a dream that we blow a 25-point lead at home and Ben
Simmons looked like he was s***ing in his pants ... a non-threat from the perimeter, this
situation will never ...
Simmons ‘humiliation’, death of ‘The Process’: Truth of Philly’s ‘darkest nightmare’
This hypothetical is being recycled from our post-lottery GM-ing, with a slight tweak ... with
solid defense across most perimeter spots and complimentary offensive usage. Monte Morris
is one ...
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1 Offseason Trade Idea for Every NBA Team
BAGHDAD (AP) — At least one Katyusha rocket fell close to the perimeter of a military base
that hosts U.S. troops in northern Iraq on Sunday, Iraq’s military said. The rocket fell near the
sprawling ...
Rocket falls near Iraqi base housing US troops, no one hurt
With his star teammates, James Harden and Kyrie Irving, going down to injury, Durant
averaged 35.4 points, 10.6 rebounds and 5.4 assists on 42.7 minutes per game in the Nets'
Eastern Conference ...
Matt Barnes says Steve Kerr is absolutely right ... tel…
It's just probably too much to ask for a repeat of last season, when they went 21-4 after KO'ing
the ... game's top perimeter defenders and their best break-down player at the offensive end.
Lakers might have turned corner in Sactown
As for NR’s Cancel Culture webathon, which ends on Monday upcoming, with a goal of
$350,000, now about $40,000 in the distance, please consider giving, and if it takes a video of
Your Humble and ...
The Weekend Jolt
CALGARY — A professor of public health says the Alberta government's decision to close down
a safe injection site in Calgary is short-sighted and sad. Elaine Hyshka says Alberta's move to
close the ...
Public health professor calls Alberta's move to close safe injection site tragic
Footage taken along the perimeter of Wembley Stadium showed crowds breaking through
security fencing. A Wembley Stadium spokesperson told media that “there were no security
breaches of people without ...
Fans Breach Perimeter Security Barriers at Wembley Stadium Ahead of Euro Final
How far along is Jordan Love? Can Devin Funchess add something to the WR group? Who will
play left tackle? How will Amari Rodgers be used? How will the Packers replace Corey
Linsley? Can Marquez ...
13 biggest questions for the Green Bay Packers offense entering training camp
The launch was scuppered after an errant helicopter unexpectedly entered the perimeter
around the site, seconds before it was set to take place. "We were down to T-minus 11
seconds before it was ...
On the second try, SpaceX gets Grand Forks satellite mission underway
"The building the nursery is operated from is owned by Gateshead Council, so why they think
it's safe to rent to a childcare provider without installing a perimeter fence and gate is honestly
beyond ...
Shocking moment autistic boy, 4, runs towards traffic after escaping nursery
The Grizzlies did reveal some weaknesses in Utah's armor, as Morant and Dillon Brooks had
their way attacking the perimeter defense ... Clippers with a blend of offensive and defensive
brilliance ...
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2021 NBA conference semifinals previews: (1) Utah Jazz vs. (4) Los Angeles Clippers
Visitors enter by three paths that slice through a grassy berm surrounding the pavilion’s low
perimeter wall. Large architectural ... Months of lockdowns and social distancing have given it
increased ...
This Year’s Serpentine Pavilion Honors London’s Migrant Communities
As for NR’s Cancel Culture webathon, which ends on Monday upcoming, with a goal of
$350,000, now about $40,000 in the distance, please consider giving, and if it takes a video of
Your Humble and ...
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